
Authenticity + trAnspArency  Eleek is a Certified B Corporation, 

meeting the highest standards for sustainable business. The B Corporation 

certification means that all of Eleek’s sustainability claims have been 

verified by an independent third party.

DurABiLity  We like to call it “nonobsolescence” because Eleek products 

are designed to become the cherished antiques of future generations. 

suppLy chAin  Eleek has created a new model for manufacturing in 

America. Not only are Eleek products made entirely in the USA, but Eleek 

also buys more than 80% of its supplies and vendor services from within 

50 miles of its shop. Manufacturing and purchasing locally creates living 

wage jobs and spurs the economy. Eleek is helping to create a prosperous 

economic future one light at a time.

LOcAL scrAp  Eleek is utilizing local scrap materials in its supply chain, 

reducing the carbon footprint of its products while supporting local jobs.

WAste eLiMinAtiOn  Eleek has reduced waste that goes to the landfill 

by 99% through careful purchasing, recycling and composting. Eleek’s 

purchasing policy mandates a preference for supplies and services that 

are nontoxic, recycled, locally sourced, and will never end up in a landfill.  

Eleek’s sustainabil ity leadership is widely recognized both in and out of 
the l ighting industry. Bloomberg Businessweek named Eleek as one of 
the “most promising social entrepreneurs in America” in the fall of 2010.  
What could possibly win a small l ighting company such high accolades? 
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inteGrAteD  As a third-generation patternmaker, Eric Kaster designs with a deep 
understanding of materials and manufacturing techniques. His design process 
integrates function, engineering and sustainability from the inception. Kaster engineers 
for the manufacturing process while he’s designing, producing designs that are smart, 
efficient and elegant. 

technOLOGy FOrWArD  Eric Kaster works directly with LED technology developers to 
offer his customers cutting edge technologies—the best quality light and the lowest 
energy consumption available. This technology is constantly evolving and Eleek is always 
on the front of the wave.

sustAinABLe  With a passion for sustainability and an encyclopedic knowledge of materials 
and techniques, Eric Kaster’s designs offer the best of all worlds—stunning products that 
benefit people and planet.

custOM  Eric offers 12 years of experience in designing luminaires for specific projects, 
taking into account the unique story and aesthetics of each project. Projects include 
commercial, residential, institutional, hospitality, interior and exterior.
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